Abstract Normal fuzzy CMAC neural network performs well for nonlinear systems identification because of its fast learning speed and local generalization capability for approximating nonlinear functions. However, it requires huge memory and the dimension increases exponentially with the number of inputs. It is difficult IO model dynamic systems with static fuzzy CMACs. In this paper, we use two types of recurrent techniques for fuzzy CMAC to overcome the above problems. The new CMAC neural networks are named recurrent fuzzy CMAC (RFCMAC) which add feedback connections in the inner layers (local feedback) or the output layer (global feedback). The corresponding learning algorithms have time-varying learning rates, the stabilities of the neural identifications are proven.
Introduction
Both neural networks and fuzzy logic are universal estimators, they can approximate any nonlinear function to any prescribed accuracy. Resent results show that the fusion procedure of the two different technologies. called fuzzy neural network, seems to be very effective for system identification, when we do not have complete plant information [2.14] . The Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC) presented by Albus [I] is an auto-associative memory feedforward neural network. A very imponant properry of CMAC is that it has faster convergence speed than multilayer perceptrons neural networks. Many practical applications have been presented in recent literatures [12] . Since the data in CMAC is quantized and the knowledge information cannot be presented, fuzzy CMAC(FCMAC) was proposed in [3] F. 0. Rodriguez &el.
where fuzzy set (fuzzy label) is used as the input clusters instead of crisp set. Compared to normal CMAC which associates with numeric values [16, 21] , FCMAC can model a problem using linguistic variables based a set of If-Then fuzzy rules. Also FCMAC is more robust, highly intuitive and easily comprehended [12] . In thedesignof the fuzzy CMAC, thecommon method is the table look-up approach, which is a time-consuming task. Especially when the number of inputs is huge, the memory of fuzzy CMAC increase exponentially. This would be overload the memory and make the fuzzy system very hard to implement. Generally n input variables with m quantization, has n-dimension space and m n memory. This phenomenon is called "curse of dimensionality" [a] .
Another drawback of ~U Z Z~-C M A C is that its application domain is limited to static problems due to its feedforward networks structure. Recurrent techniques incorporate feedback. they have powerful representation capability and can overcome disadvantagesof feedforward networks [S] . There are several types of recurrent structures. for examples, the external feedback [25] and the internal recurrence [I71 are suitable for neural networks, the premise part recurrent [I I] and the consequence pan recurrent [9] are specially for fuzzy systems. The above recurrent techniques can also be applied to the conventional CMAC network. Since they involve dynamic elements in the formof feedback connections, the attain less memory.
In this paper, we propose a new kind of recurrent neural network, where two kind of feedback connections are added one local (in the second layer) and other global (in the output layer). This configuration has the capability to use the past values of the global output and the local dynamic. Compared with other fuzzy CMAC networks [4, 10, 15, 19] , the recurrent fuzzy CMAC networks proposed in this paper have some significant differences and advantages. In [4] and [lo] . the fuzzy CMACs have feedforward structure, [4] usedTagaki-Sugeno fuzzy inference. while [lo] used Mandani fuzzy inference. They are suitable for static function approximation, but cannot be applied on dynamic system identification directly. In [I 51 and [19] , recurrent structures are implemented on fuzzy CMAC as this paper.
[IS] used selforganizing technique to realize structure learning, it is similar as the local feedback fuzzy CMAC of this paper. [I91 used hierarchical structure, the last block can be regarded as global feedback fuzzy CMAC of this paper, the other blocks have feedforward structure as [4] and [lo] . We use a selection vector to formulate the local and global feedback fuzzy CMACs together, and without self-organizing and hierarchical structure, the approach of this paper is more concise.
The learning procedure of the recurrent fuzzy CMAC can be regarded as a type of parameter identification. It is well known that normal identification algorithms (for example, gradient decent and least square) are stable for ideal conditions. In the presence of unmodeled dynamics, these adaptive procedures can go to instability easily. When some robust modification techniques for adaptive identification was suggested [6] . Some robust modifications must be applied to assure stability with respect to uncenainties. Projection operator is an effective tool to guarantee fuzzy modeling bounded [22] . It was also used by many fuzzyneural systems [13] . Another general approach is to use robust adaptive techniques [6] in fuzzy neural modeling. For example, applied a switch a-modification to prevent parameters drift. By using passivity theory, we successfully proved that for continuous-time recurrent neural networks, gradient descent algorithms without robust modification were stable and robust to any bounded uncertainties [23] , and for continuous-time identification they were also robustly stable [24] .
In this paper backpropagation-like approach is applied to nonlinear system modeling via RFCMAC. Time-varying learning rates are obtained by input-to-state stability (ISS) approach to update the parameters of the membership functions, these learning laws can assure stability in the training process. This is the second contribution of the paper, while [IS] used gradient-descent algorithm without proof, [I91 proved the stability o f the feedforward fuzzy CMAC block. This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, input-to-state stability and CMAC are discussed in Sect. 2. Section3 proposes structures o f local and global feedback fuzzy CMACs, which is then followed by system identification via these CMACs in Sect.4. Section5 presents the simulation results and Sect.6 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
The main concern o f this section is to understand some concepts o f input-to-state stability (ISS) and cerebellar model articulation controller (CMAC). Consider the following discretetime state-space nonlinear system where u (k) E 91m is the input vector, x (k) E 91n is a state vector. f is general nonlinear smooth function f E C w . Let us recall the following definitions. 
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Definition 2 (a) A system (1 ) is said to be input-to-state stable i f there is a K-function y (.) and KC-function B (.), such that, for each u E L , , i.e.. sup [Jlu(k))l) < m, and each initial state x0 E R", it holds that (b) A smooth function V9tn -, 3t >_ 0 is called a ISS-Lyapunov function for system ( I ) i f there is Kw-functions a, ( e ) , az(.) and a:,(.), and K-function ad(.) such that for any s E 9In, each x (k) E gin, u (k) E HIm These definitions imply that for the nonlinear system (I), the following are equivalent: (a) it is ISS; (b) it is robustly stable; (c) it admits a smooth ISS-Lyapunov function.
A general fuzzy CMAC has five layers: input layer (Ll), fuzzified layer (Lz), fuzzy association layer (Ls), fuzzy post-association layer (L4) and output layer (L3), see Fig. 1 .
Each input variable xi in the ndimensional input space LI is quantized into 1 discrete regions (or elements) according to a resolution definition. Lz is association memory space. Several elements i n L I can be accumulated as a block. CMAC require the block number m is bigger than 2. L:, is called receptive-field space. The areas formed by the shifting blocks are called receptive-fields. By shifting an element in each input variable, different blocks are obtained. Each block performs a receptive-field basis function, which can be formulated as rectangular, triangular. Gaussian, or any continuously bounded function. I f an input falls in k-th receptive-field, this field is active. Its neighborhoods are also activated, so it produces similar outputs near k-th receptive-field.
The difference between the traditional CMAC and the fuzzy CMAC is in the level Lz. For the fuzzy CMAC, fuzzified layer Lz corresponds to a linguistics variable which is expressed The output in layer two with feedback global plus local can be denoted by (2). This is the difference between the RFCMAC with local feedback an RFCMAC with feedback global. [19] , recurrent structures are implemented on fuzzy CMAC as this paper.
[IS] used selforganizing technique to realize structure learning, it is similar as the local feedback fuzzy CMAC of this paper. [I91 used hierarchical structure, the last block can be regarded as global feedback fuzzy CMAC of this paper, the other blocks have feedfonvard structure as [4] and [lo] . In this paper, we use a selection vector A to formulate the local and global feedback fuzzy CMACs together, and without self-organizing and hierarchical structure, the approach of this paper is more concise. Furthermore, we use time-varying learning rates to prove the stabilities of the two types of recurrent fuzzy CMACs, while [IS] used gradient-descent algorithm without proof, [I91 proved the stability of the feedfonvard fuzzy CMAC block.
Local Feedback Fuzzy CMAC
We consider a local feedback fuzzy CMAC which is represented as in (4). The identified nonlinear system is represented as (I). The output of the plant is defined as the state i.e.,
We will design a stable learning algorithm such that the output F(k) of the local feedback fuzzy CMAC (4) can follow the output y (k) of nonlinear plant(1).
Let us define identification error vector e (k) as
According to function approximation theories of fuzzy logic [22] , the identified nonlinear process (I) can be represented as where W* is unknown weights which can minimize the unmodeled dynamic CL (k). SO where @(k) = W (k) -W*. In this paper we areonly interested in open-loop identification, we assume that the plant (I) is bounded-input and bounded-output (BIBO) stable, i.e.. y(k) and u(k) in (I) are bounded. By the bound of the base function (P, p (k) in (8) is bounded.
The following theorem gives a stable gradient descent algorithm for the local feedback fuzzy CMAC modeling.
Theorem 1 If we use the recurrent fuuy CMAC neural networks as in Fig. 2 to identify mnlinearplant (I), the gmdient descent algorithm (9) with a timevarying learning mte m the following, can make identification ermr e (k) bounded We have Lk _< n max (Gf ), where n min (~f ) and n max (Gf) are K,-functions, and n Ile (k)llZ is an K,-function, q llv (k)112 is a K-function. So Lk admits a ISS-Lyapunov function. The dynamic of the identification error is input-to-state stable [7] . We know Lk is the function of e (k) and v (k). The "INPUT' corresponds to the second term of (12). i.e., the modeling error v (k). The "STATE corresponds to the first term of (1 l), i.e., the identification error e (k). Because the "INPUT' v (k) is bounded and the dynamic is ISS, the "STATE e (k) is The base function cpt of the global feedback fuzzy CMAC (5) is known, only the weights need to be updated for system identification. We will design a stable learning algorithm such that the output F ( k ) of recurrent fuzzy CMAC neural networks (5) The identification error can be represented by (6) and (14) .
where
In this paper weareonly interested in open-loop identification, we assume that the plant (1) is bounded-input and bounded-output (BIBO) stable, i;e., y(k) and ic(k) in (I) are bounded. By the bound of the base function cpk, v ( k ) in (14) is bounded. The following theorem gives a stable gradient descent algorithm for fuzzy neural modeling. From Theonm 1, the dynamic of the identification error is input-to-state stable [7] . The "INPUT' is corresponded to the second term of the last line in (17) , i.e., the modeling error v (k), the "STATE" is corresponded to the first term of the last line in (17) , i.e., the identification error e (k). Because the "INPUT' v ( k ) is bounded and the dynamic is ISS, the "STATE e (k) is bounded.
Theorem 2 If the global feedback fuuy CMAC neural network (5) is used to identify nonlinear plant (I) and the eigenvalues of A is selected as -I c A ( A )
big enough, the dead-zone becomes small.
Simulations
In this section we use the following nonlinear system which was proposed by [I81 and [20] to illustrate the identification methods via the two types of recurrent fuzzy CMACs.
We define the state vector as
The input signal is selected the same as [ I 8, 201 Now we compareour algorithm with normal fuzzy CMAC neural networks [4] . Wedenote the local feedback fuzzy CMAC (4) and its learning algorithm (9) as "LRFCMAC', the global feedback fuzzy CMAC (5) and its learning algorithm (16) as "GRFCMAC", the combination of the global and the local feedback FCMACs as in Fig.4 as "CRFCMAC". The node numbers of each layer are shown in Table I .
First we select m = 5 (number of displacements) and nu = 4 (number of association units), the input n = 3, the output p = I, I = 8, the memory is 5 For this example, we can see that the memory of the normal fuzzy CMAC should be bigger than 5 12, the memory of the LRFCMAC have to be bigger than 8. The global GRFCMAC has better approximation ability than the other FCMACs.
Conclusions
In this paper we propose two types of recurrent fuzzy CMAC for nonlinear systems identification and two training algorithms. The stability of the new algorithms with time-varying learning rates are proved. We show that the identification error can be reduced significantly using a similar memory space as normal fuzzy CMAC. Further works will be done on structure training and adaptive control based on this new recurrent neural network configuration. 
